
Office Ribbon  
   Tabs 

 

Zoom Control 

Document Body (“paper”) 

  

 

Font: the “handwriting” of the computer, it is the shape, size, and color of the letters on the page, you can choose from any of 
the installed fonts on your computer, change size, color, bold/italics/underline, highlight, and more 
 
Paragraph: A block of text; the Paragraph Group gives you control over the alignment of text, indenting, background color, and 
borders, also create numbered or bulleted lists in this group 

MS Word is used to create documents. The user interface of the program is shown below. Circled in red is the Ribbon, which 
is made up of Tabs, that contain related commands. Within the tabs are Command Groups, which group the commands even 
more specifically. Note that the Home tab, displayed below, has all the basics for creating a simple letter. 

 

Font Group 

 

Paragraph  Group 
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Copy and Paste 
 

Move text around in your document, between documents, or even between software! 

Select the text you want to 

move by highlighting it.  

Right click on the 

highlighted text.  

Left click on Copy  

Right click where you 

want the text to go.  

Left click on Paste 

Font 
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Fonts control the way the text looks. The letters stay the same, but the shape, size or color may change.  To change the font, 

always start by highlighting the text.  

Font Face (or name) Font Size   

B  -  Bold   

I  -  Italics   

U  -  Underline   Font Color   
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Click the Bullets 

button on the 

Home tab.  

Type in your first line of 

text, then press Enter  

The next bullet 

comes up 

automatically, 

type the next line.  

NOTICE:  

You can use the Increase Indent 

and Decrease Indent button to 

create sub-bullet lists  

Bullet Indent Keyboard Shortcuts: 
 

Tab:  Increase Indent 
 

Enter 2 Times:  Decrease Indent 
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Bullets and Numbering 

Use to create and organize  lists. 

Click on the File tab 

Click on Save As  

Click Browse  
Choose a Drive  

Choose a Folder  

Type a Name 

Click Save 
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Saving Your Document 
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Click on Print  

Click Print  

NOTICE: 

 

You can see a Print Preview here. 
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Click on the File tab 
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Printing 

Notes: 

Last mod: JRB 2/16/2023 


